Send your application to:
jobs@digitalleadership.com

Ninja Tech Manager
Munich | Brussels | Abu Dhabi

Your personality and individuality make the difference.
We increase the entrepreneurial performance of our clients and show them the way into the digital age. At the
same time we can improve the lives of millions of people, as a driving force behind unprecedented digital products
and solutions. And this is where you come in, to create the most impressive customer experiences on the planet.
Is this exactly your thing? Then live your passion in a position where you design innovative technical architectures:
for innovative e-commerce, multichannel and Internet-of-Things (IoT) solutions. You will work with standard
products from leading manufacturers as well as Open Source and Cloud software that you customize to meet
individual customer needs.
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Understand future direction of digital trends, and recommend new technologies based upon business value drivers and return on investment
Drive new technologies towards implementation
Establish overall application architecture vision & ensure specific components are appropriately designed and leveraged
Define system-, technical-, and application architectures for new strategic
initiatives; and then develop and maintain an architectural blueprint and
evolutionary roadmap that defines and communicates the strategic direction for these architectures
Work with business units, customers, partners and suppliers to translate
business strategy into discrete requirements
Develop the interdependencies between major applications/efforts
Guide feature development teams regarding application architecture,
technology components, UI guiding principles, system and application design, coding and design standards, best practices, and system performance
and availability
Review the quality of designs and implementation of solutions implemented by the front-end developers/leads
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WHAT WE OFFER
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Mentor junior team members
Provide deep expertise and oversight to team of dealer/customer facing
APIs and Digital Market Place developers
Provide deep expertise and oversight to technical consultants who assist
in API integration with dealers/customer business system and corporate
Exciting projects with leading international organisations - we work for the
who‘s who
Strong colleagues and good teams
Flat hierarchies and close cooperation
Leading edge innovation models and processes

WHO WE ARE

Digital Leadership is a crossover of digital strategy consulting, incubator/
accelerator and personnel placement experts based in Munich.
Major companies and startups throughout Europe access our resources for
the relaunch and ongoing development of their digital channels.
With deep interdisciplinary understanding combined with strategy &
execution capabilities, Digital Leadership has executed and growth-hacked
digital ventures with business cases exceeding €100m.
We have a highly experienced staff of experts, and are proud of our
knowledge and our unique approach to digital strategy development and

WHAT COMES NEXT

If you bring all of this with you, and like what we offer, we would really like to
talk and find out if we are indeed kindred spirits.
Please send us your CV to jobs@digitalleadership.com, with a description
of your past achievments / projects and a reference to this job posting. We‘ll
contact you as soon as we‘ve seen your profile and put you on the shortlist.
We look forward to receiving your application, and to hopefully meeting and
discussing things further.

www.digitalleadership.com
Tel.: +41 (0) 44 562 42 24
info@digitalleadership.com
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